Chayala Frand
Age 12
Skipper Discovers Swingit Lost City
It was a bright sunny day. Skipper the Swingit Squirrel was feeling his usual self: a
lil’ hyper and nutty. He decided to run outside to play on his playset. Imagine his
surprise when he arrived to find an envelope that was addressed to Skipper. He
excitedly tore it open and found a note that said, “To the fun and always nutty
skipper: We have chosen you to help us on the mission of Swingit Lost City. It will
be a fun and mysterious adventure and your first clue awaits! PS: Invite some
friends to join in the fun!” Skipper was filled with excitement as he quickly
grabbed the phone and dialed Tommy and Timmy’s number. As soon as they
arrived they read the first clue aloud, “Run quickly but carefully to the rock wall
on your playset.” They immediately ran there and Tommy and Timmy oohed and
ahhed as they climbed the awesome rock wall. There, they found Stingy the
squirrel and they quickly had to come up with a strategy to get rid of the pesky
pest. Getting him away was hard work but at last they found the second clue.
“Good job defeating Stingy! He is one hard squirrel. Next, get down the playset
but you must be careful which way to go”. The threesome were very nervous, but
after much deliberation they chose the secret tunnel. As always, they faced yet
another obstacle; the ANT ARMY. This time they had to think quickly before the
ants got to them. They finally captured the ants and let them free where they
belonged. At last they found the final clue: “Good job getting this far. Now you
must run to the enchanted forest”. They rushed feverishly toward the forest and
when they arrived they were surprised to see a wise old squirrel. He was

expecting them. He gave them a quick quiz then unlocked a magical door! Inside
was even more magical! It was a huge bustling city just for squirrels! They were
flabbergasted and overjoyed. They had lots more to discover but for now they
were satisfied for the day, and couldn’t wait to discover the World of
Squirreltopyia!
The end!

